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ETHNOGRAHERS, RABIS AND
JEWISH EPISTEMOLOGY:

THE CASE OF THE ETHIOPIAN JEWS
When Chief Rabbi Ovadia Yosef ruled in February 1973 that Ethiopian
Jews should be accorded full halakhic status, he helped to set in motion a
chain of events which would ultimately lead to the dramatic airlift known
as Operation Moses in 1984. The importance of his decision was only
underscored by its timing: a Ministry of Absorption report released only
one month earlier had declared that "from a national-cultural perspective,
the Falashas (most Ethiopian Jews today consider this term derogatory)

are completely foreign to the spirit of Israel," and therefore ineligible for
automatic citizenship under Israel's "Law of Return."l
Rabbi Yosef's ruling was based on what he considered to be an
authoritative halakhic tradition regarding Ethiopian Jews which had been

established as far back as the sixteenth century by Rabbi David ben
Solomon Ibn abi Zimra (Radbaz) of Cairo. The Ministry of Absorption
report, by contrast, invoked what was portrayed as conclusive ethnographic research:
According to the opinion of objective scientific researchers, the Falashas are one of
the numerous peoples of which the Ethiopian population is composed. From an
ethnic and cultural perspective, they are an organic part of the Ethiopian people.2

Ironically, Rabbi Yosef's success in reversing previous government
policy regarding Ethiopian Jewish immigration, and the subsequent

arrival of over 15,000 Ethiopian'immigrants to Israel, only intensified an
ongoing halakhic debate regarding their identity as Jews. The practical
expression of that debate was the requirement of the Chief Rabbinate

since 1954 (the tenure of Rabbi Herzog) that Ethiopian Jews undergo
some form of formal conversion procedure. Although Rabbi Yosef later
opposed that ruling, he did not do so as Chief Rabbi in 1973, nor did his
successors to that offce. Many Ethiopian Jews balked at what seemed a
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denial of the Jewish identity they had fought so hard to preserve, leading
to a painful public protest against the Chief Rabbinate's position in 1985.
A good deal has been written about that controversy from various per-

spectives (most of them frankly partisan), but surprisingly little attention
has been devoted to an understanding of how the Rabbinate actually came
to rule as it did, particularly in light of the halakhic precedent regarding
Ethiopian Jews invoked by Rabbi Yosef.

The fact is that much of the halakhic debate has focused, implicitly
or explicitly, on the sometimes ambivalent relationship between halakhic
determinations and those of modern historical or scientific research. The
issue is not new. But the case of Ethiopian Jews stands out for its
complexity and notoriety, for its troubling human ramifications, and for
the extensive impact (often unacknowledged) that ethnographic research
has had in defining the topics of halakhic discourse. What is needed,
above all, is clarity. At stake is not only the fate of the Ethiopian Jewish
community, but the nature of halakhic process in an age of unprecedented
self-scrutiny encouraged by the social sciences.3
The first known reference to an Ethiopian Jewish community in
Hebrew literature comes from the ninth-century work, Sefer Eldad haDani. Its author claims to be a member of the lost Tribe of Dan, which
settled in Kush (Ethiopia) to avoid military conscription by the Israelite
king Jereboam for his wars against Biblical Judah. Eldad describes an
independent Jewish kingdom in the mountains of Ethiopia whose customs
resemble both Rabbanite and Karaite usage, and who lack the Talmud.

The report of unfamiliar halakhot aroused the sages of Kayrawan (North
Africa) to question Eldads authenticity, but Rav Tzemach Gaon of Sura
defended the book, pointing out that before the close of the Talmudic

period, individual rabbis' rulings often differed from those which would
become normative at a later date.4
Whatever Eldad's credibility may have been, the hope of an independent Jewish kingdom somewhere in Africa (perhaps beyond the myth-

ical river of fire, Sambatyon) did help to fuel messianic expectations
among the Jews of medieval Europe. The legend was also supported by

certain midrashic sources regarding the return of the Lost Tribes.5 Subsequent Jewish travellers such as Benj amin of Tudela in the twelfth century
continued referring to independent Jews in the land of Kush, as did did the
acclaimed "Letters of Prester John," written by a Christian. It is apparently true that the Beta Israel (an indigenous name for Ethiopian Jews
with less negative connotations than 'Falasha') maintained their independence from the Christian kings of Ethiopia during much of the Middle

Ages, but it is not clear to what extent this fact impacted on the widespread legend of the Lost Tribes. What is known is that by the sixteenth
century Radbaz of Cairo was able to quote an already well-known tradition that the Jews of Ethiopia are "without any doubt from the Tribe of
Dan," and to base practical rulings on that assumption.
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The first of these involved an Egyptian Jew who had purchased an
Ethiopian servant on the Cairo slave market. The Ethiopian claimed to be
an Israelite, so the Egyptian inquired whether he must set him free in the
seventh year as a "Hebrew bondsman," an (eved 'ivri (Ex. 21:2). Radbaz,

however, ruled that the regulations pertaining to treatment of Jewish
slaves apply only in cases where a Jew has been forced into servitude by
the court, or has sold himself to avoid starvation. Captives of war (such as
the Ethiopian in question) are considered nothing other than shevuyim

(prisoners), whose immediate redemption is an obligation upon the entire
Jewish community. Radbaz affrmed the Jewishness of the Beta Israel, but

also voiced some doubt regarding the permissibility of their marriage
within the general Jewish community. He feared lest ignorance of halakhic divorce procedures over the centuries had rendered them mamzerim.6
The second case a adjudicted by Radbaz involved the son of a Beta
Israel woman who had been purchased on the slave market by an Egyp-

tian Jew some years earlier. She had two children with her from a
marriage in Ethiopia, but claimed that her husband and all the other men
of their village had been killed at the time of her capture. When she and
the Egyptian Jew later had a son of their own, he naturally wished to
marry within the Jewish community. A fear of potential mamzerut was
raised, however, because the death of his mother's first husband had never
been legally established. Radbaz confirmed that her testimony alone, in a
time of war, was insuffcient to establish his demise. He also pointed out

the possibility of general mamzerut among the "Karaites," whose
divorces were not carried out according to the specifications of rabbinic

halakha. But he concluded that they should in fact be allowed to enter the

Rabbanite community if they would accept the Oral Law. Their marriages, he argued, are technically invalid anyway, because the witnesses
(themselves Karaites, who reject Talmudic authority) are disqualified
from giving testimony. This effectively exempts them from any concern
with mamzerut springing from faulty divorce.7 Radbaz implied that the
same should hold true for the Beta Israel, whom he knew to be completely
ignorant of the Talmud. It is important to point out that he had previously
been careful to distinguish between the Beta Israel and the Karaites, on
the basis of their differing attitudes towards the Oral Law:
. . . but these who have come from the land of Kush (Ethiopia), they are without

doubt of the Tribe of Dan, and it is because they did not have among them sages,
learned in the tradition, that they seized upon the literal meaning of the Biblical
verses. If, however, they had been taught, they would not have rejected the words of
our rabbis, of blessed memory, and they are to be considered like a "child raised
among idolators." 8

Radbaz in effect likened the Beta Israel to Karaites only to the extent of
disqualifying their witnesses, but not to the extent of nullifying the

obligation to redeem and sustain them (lifdotam u-lehahayotam).
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The legal intricacies of the case are beyond the scope of this essay
essential J ewishness of the Ethiopians
was called into question neither by the Radbaz nor by his student, Rabbi
Jacob Kastro (Maharikas), who dealt with similar questions as a prominent posek living in Egypt. 9 According to Rabbi Kastro, the son of the
but it is important to note that the

Ethiopian woman eventually married a shifha kena (anit in order to
"purify his seed" of potential mamzerut, although it is not clear on whose

authority this solution was adopted. In any case, the young man was
certainly assumed to be of Jewish descent (and treated that way for
halakhic purposes), as were other Ethiopians who found their way to
Egypt during that era. This is the legal precedent cited by Rabbi Ovadia
Yosef in 1973.
Between the sixteenth and nineteenth centuries, little direct contact is
reported between the Beta Israel and Jewish communities outside of
Ethiopia. Various writers mentioned the existence of a Jewish community
in Ethiopia-Rabbi Obadiah of Bertinoro, Rabbi Avraham Yagel, and the

Vilna Gaon among others-but it was not until the latter half of the
nineteenth century that relations of a practical nature were resumed.

10 The

London Society for the Promotion of Christianity Amongst the Jews had
begun in the early 1860's to launch an extensive effort at proselytization

among the Beta IsraeL. In 1867, the Alliance Israelite Universelle, which
sought to discourage the efforts of missionaries throughout the Mediterra-

nean region, dispatched a famous orientalist and philologist from the
Sorbonne named Joseph Halévy to survey the situation. Halévy visited
Beta Israel villages, collected manuscripts, and eventually returned to
occupy the chair in Ethiopic at the Ecole des Hautes Etudes Orientales. It
was there that he came into contact with a young student from Poland
named Jaques Faitlovitch. :

Born in Lodz in 1880, Faitlovitch studied at the Gymnasium in
Berlin and at the Sorbonne, and was an adherent of the Torah im DerekhEretz philosophy pioneered by Samson Raphael Hirsch.II He travelled to
Ethiopia and devoted the rest of his li~e to the reunification of the Beta

Israel with world Jewry. His efforts included founding the Pro-Falasha
Committee, whose mission was to bri~g the plight of Ethiopian Jews to
international attention, and the choice!of several Ethiopian students for
study in Europe and Palestine, with the aim of later returning them to their

communities as teachers. These native "culture brokers," as they have
been called, worked hard to bring Ethiopian Jewish religious practice into
consonance with that of modern Judaism, and to strengthen their people's
ties with Israel and the Diaspora.12 During this period, they became some
of the most influential leaders of the Ethiopian Jewish community. It was
also during this period that Ethiopian Jews became a focus of attention for
both researchers and rabbis.
Manifestos calling for material and spiritual aid to Ethiopian Jews
were issued by leading lights including Rabbi Jacob Sapir of Jerusalem
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(1863), Rabbi Ezriel Hildesheimer of Hungary (1865), Rabbi Joseph
Guggenheimer of Germany (1865), Rabbi Samuel Hirsch Margulies in
France, and Chief Rabbi of Palestine, Abraham Isaac Kook (1921). In

1907, forty-three prominent rabbis in the Land of Israel and the Diaspora
signed a letter addressed to the Beta Israel community, encouraging them
to be steadfast in the maintenance of their faith.13 The widespread and

urgent nature of these appeals are somewhat remarkable in light of the
many issues which must have been calling for the attention of Jewish
leaders during this period. It is also significant that none of these leaders
challenged the Jewish status of the Ethiopian Jews, and several of them
explicitly confirmed it. The Ethiopians were treated as remnants of an
ancient Jewish community exiled long before the written compilation of
the Talmud.

Some ethnographic researchers accepted this view as well, and
portrayed the religious practice of the Beta Israel as a kind of fossilized
ancient Judaism. Others however, believed that the community originated
in later migrations of Jews from Southern Arabia or Elephantine, who
themselves converted members of the local Agau speaking tribes to some
form of Judaism. Almost all of these researchers were Jewish, and were
welcomed as such by the Beta Israel community.14 Many stayed only a

short while in Ethiopia before returning to the academies of Europe, but
some of them became important links between Ethiopian Jews and the
outside Jewish world. Jacques Faitlovitch was the single most influential
among these European visitors, but. the contributions of others should not

be underestimated. Ethnographer and future President of the State of
Israel Isaac Ben-Zvi wrote letters to the Emperor of Ethiopia on behalf of
the Beta Israel, and helped to collect information regarding their customs
and life

sty Ie. Anthropologist Simon David Messing has suggested that it

was the appearance of a female ethnographer named Deborah Lipschutz
which first made the promise of a new world seem accessible to young
Beta Israel women as well as to men. Lipshutz herself was arrested by the
Gestapo while preparing a return trip to Africa in 1941, and later perished
in the gas chambers of Auschwitz.15 The magnitude of the Holocaust and
the struggle of fledgling Israel to survive helped to divert international

attention from the plight of Ethiopian Jews until more recent decades.16
It was in this context that Chief Ashkenazi Rabbi of Israel, Isaac
Halevy Herzog was asked by the Jewish Agency to rule on the status of
Ethiopian Jews in 1951. Unlike Radbaz or his successors, however, Herzog wrote in an age of burgeoning social science. The nature and form of

human identity, group as well as individual, was being subjected to a
more careful scrutiny than ever before, and on the basis of different
paradigms. Claims that had been accepted in the sixteenth century as
literally factual were now being analyzed with an eye to critical historical
methods and a healthy respect for the power of myth in human society. It
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is by now well documented, for instance, that ethnic boundaries are often
relatively fluid. They depend less on biological descent, in many cases,
than on social factors like occupation, place of residence, or religion. This
can be true even where descent is the idiom in which they are expressed,
which makes the claim or perception of descent a poor guide to actual
genealogy.17 The result is that doubt can now be cast on once established
traditions regarding the identity of groups like the Beta IsraeL.

Among early researchers these doubts were limited largely to the
specific Jewish sources which might have given rise to the Beta Israel
community. But Wolf Leslau concluded as early as 1951 that few Western
researchers of the time could accept the Ethiopians as ethnically Jewish.
He personally believed them to be descended from native Ethiopian
groups converted by early Jewish immigrants from Yemen. He conceeded, however, that all evidence" must remain indirect, and hence

inconclusive. The anthropologist A.Z. Aescoly, similarly, wrote in
Hebrew in 1943 that the origin of the Beta Israel community probably lay
with Ethiopian converts to Judaism dating from before the rise of Christianity there in the fourth century. Aescoly seems to have been aware of
the political ramifications his work might have, and concluded his book,
Sefer HaFalashim, with an important disclaimer:
(Even) if we establish the racial foreigness of the Jews of Habash (Ethiopia), it is

not for us to forget, that after all, they are no more similar to the surrounding
peoples than the Jews of Buchara to (their neighbors), or more similar than most
Jews are to the people of surrounding lands. We know that the reasons for this are
many, both biological (as set forth in the laws of Mendel) and sociological (and
these are fundamental).18

Despite the good intentions behind such disclaimers as Aescoly's,

they could hardly guarantee that anthropological research would not find
applications far beyond those envisioned by the researchers themselves.
In a 1951 letter, Rabbi Herzog urged the Jewish Agency to "strengthen"
their "hands, and perform an act of salvation in bringing the Falashas near
to the wellsprings of Israel," both geographically and spiritually. But he
added that
there is nevertheless one very interesting point of practical halakha regarding the

issue of marriage with Jews. The essential question is whether they are the
descendants of converts, or if they are from the seed of the House of IsraeL. And if

they are the descendants of converts, this actually supports a more lenient ruling. : . .

Rather than invalidate their weddings, as Radbaz had done, Rabbi
Herzog suggested that the halakhic dilemma regarding Ethiopian Jews

would disappear if they were known to be descended from converts. He
considered their non-Talmudic form of Judaism to be suffcient proof that
the initial conversions had been performed improperly, perhaps even by
18
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sectarians, and were hence invalid. As halakhic non-Jews, the Beta Israel
would be free to enter the Jewish community without disability, if they so
desired, by means of conversion, irrespective of former marriage or
divorce procedures.

The idea that the Beta Israel community may have been descended
from converts to Judaism rather than from the ancient Israelite tribes

seems to have originated with ethnographic researchers whom Rabbi
Herzog refers to simply as hokrim. The extent to which this supposition
did not present itself to earlier rabbinic writers may be gleaned from one
of the few passages in which one of them explicitly addresses himself to
the question of Ethiopian Jewish skin color. In 1863, Rabbi Jacob Sapir
wrote an open letter calling on the Jews of the world to rescue Ethiopian
Jewry from the pressure of Christian missionaries, and to send them
teachers. Sapir was a resident of Jerusalem, and a prodigious traveller. In
his book, Even Sapir, he writes of his many journeys to little known
Jewish communities of the East. An attempted journey to Ethiopia got
only so far as Egypt, but there Sapir did meet several Ethiopian Jews, and
felt called upon to explain their skin color to readers of his book:
. . . also in the land of Yemen, Bagdad, Kurdistan and Persia (besides the Falasha
tribe that are in the region of Habash, and are in my opinion also of the seed of the
House of Israel) there are many Jews similar in their form and shape to these blacks
that are in Melbar (Co
chin). The Yemenites are considered to be Jews of the finest

lineage in the world, and for all that they are a little black. It seems that this
blackness is not like the blackness of the Kushite people, who are considered a
separate race of men, but only like many people who dwell in warm lands. . . Their
appearance is passed on from parents to their offspring, through the generations,
each adding a little. They are not all equal in their appearance of blackness, just as
in Europe they are not all equal in whiteness. . . .19

Ethiopian Jews are visually indistinguishable from other Ethiopians,
and the Lamarckian biology invoked by Rabbi Sapir is no longer creditable. But it is apparent from this attempt how little he considered the (to us

more suggestive) possibility that the Beta Israel might have been
descended from local (black) converts. By the time of Rabbi Herzog's
tenure as Chief Rabbi, this was no longer the case.

While it is possible that Rabbi Herzog hoped to rule leniently
regarding the Ethiopians by declaring them to be descended from converts

(it should be pointed out that Radbaz, Rabbi Ovadia Yosef and Rabbi

Moshe Feinstein all felt that the question of mamzerut could be answered
by technical means unconnected to the status of Beta Israel as Jews), 20 he

explicitly credits "the researchers" with his "firm impression that the
Falashas are the descendants of a non-Jewish race which once converted."21 This may be the first time that the word "race," geza, is used
by rabbis in discussing the status of Ethiopian Jews. It is not completely
clear from this letter which researchers Rabbi Herzog relied upon, but it is
19
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known that he had personal correspondence with Jaques Faitlovitch, Isaac
Ben-Zvi and observers for the Jewish Agency including Rabbi Shmuel
Baeri, who had been sent to Ethiopia.22 He wrote several letters requesting "to the extent possible, clear information" about the Beta Israel from

these men, and in particular from Dr. Faitlovitch. When some of the
information he received proved inconclusive, however, Rabbi Herzog
suggested in 1955 that the Ethiopians were "questionable Jews"-safek

yehudim-and should undergo immersion before a bet din in Aden before
their entry into IsraeL. 23 It is instructive to note, by contrast, that Rabbi

Herzog ruled to permit marriages with the "Bene Israel" Jews of India,
another isolated group of questionable origin which lacked the Oral Law,
even without immersion. Rabbi Herzog discusses at length the possibility
that they (like the Ethiopians) may be descended from converts, but is
apparently unaware of any research findings to support such a conclusion,
and so abandons it. He discounts the possibility of mamzerut by recourse
to the precedent of disqualifying Karaite weddings set by some Sephardi
poskim. 24

Rabbi Herzog is unique in his clear and unequivocal attribution to

"the researchers" of his doubt regarding Ethiopian Jews.25 Rabbi Eliezer
Waldenberg grants them a more grudging due in Tsits Eliezer (Volume 12,
Number 66), where he rules that doubt regarding the Ethiopian's Jewish
lineage is suffcient to render any concern regarding their mamzerut

irrelevant. He cites a supporting passage from Otsar Yisrael, a Hebrew
encyclopedia of Jewish topics published in the early twentieth century.

That passage reports in the name of Joseph HaLévy that many researchers

of the time doubted whether the Beta Israel community was Jewish in
origin.26 It was this implicit reliance on the data of "modern" researchers
(no longer very modern by the time Rabbi Waldenberg cited them in the
1980's) which Rabbi Ovadia Yosef chose to criticize at length in 1985.
Regarding the arguments of Rabbi Herzog, Rabbi Yosef is amazed
that the ruling of Radbaz and his student Maharikas, with the implicit
agreement of many later authorities, should be subordinated without
comment to the findings of modern researchers: "I was wondrously
amazed to see how the words of the world's geonim, who established with
certainty that they (the Ethiopians) are descended from the Tribe of Dan,
should be superseded by the words of researchers who cast doubt on their

Judaism. Who should supersede whom?!" Rav Ovadia adds that he had
not openly opposed the requirement for ritual immersion while he was
Chief Rabbi only because he did not wish to oppose a precedent set by
Rabbi Herzog as long as no strenuous objections were raised to it. My
own fieldwork among Ethiopian Jews in Israel suggests that many did
object, but did not fully understand what was being demanded of them, or
were otherwise willing to accept a certain degree of humiliation in order
that they be allowed to remain in Israel working for the immigration of
20
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their families. In any case, Rabbi Yosef wrote in 1985 that the growth in
immigrant numbers, and their strong opposition to conversionary immersion (witness the bitter "strike" and protest of that year) were strong

arguments for discontinuing an unnecessary and discriminatory process.
He did not invoke the disqualification of Beta Israel witnesses in Ethiopia
to ward off communal mamzerut, in the manner of the Radbaz, but instead

disqualified the traditional Beta Israel wedding ceremony itself (as
described to him by communal elders and religious leaders) for not
meeting technical halakhic specifications.

27

Michael Corinaldi has suggested that in rejecting certain research
findings, Rabbi Yosef was positing a division between two types of truth,
"halakhic" and "scientific," of which the former must take precedence in

determinations of this nature:
While the disagreement of scholars regarding the anthropological relationship
between the Falashas and the Jewish people is one datum which must be taken into
consideration, it is of only limited importance for halakhic authorities. . . . anthro-

pology does not relate to questions of the validity of conversions; nor does the
development of a Falasha tradition different from that of the Rabbinic tradition
detract from the (halakhic) Jewishness of the Falashas. Accordingly, halakha rejects
the findings of factually based historical research, based, in this case, on hypotheses
(regarding which scholars disagree), in favor of the "halakhic truth" which is based
on halakhic sources.28

Corinaldi's analysis is important, but he may have overstated the
case. Not all of those halakhists who support the inclusion of Ethiopian

Jews without conversion have been quite so obscurantist as to reject the

findings of "factually based historical research" in favor of some illdefined "halakhic truth." The belief in variant forms of truth is one which
should perhaps make us wary of self-deception in any case, allowing a too
easy resolution of contradictory claims.29 Corinaldi actually avoids committing himself wholly to this extreme formulation, noting correctly that
the hypotheses of anthropologists regarding Ethiopian Jewish origins
have themselves been subject in the past to internal controversy.

Rabbi Yosef, likewise, criticizes Rabbi Waldenberg's apparent
reliance on modern research not only because it seems to contradict an
established legal tradition, but because of what he considers the essentially flawed nature of that research:
Also as to what was quoted iri Tsits Eliezer from the book Otsar Yisrael concerning
the Falashas, that many modern researchers do not view (them) . . . as members of
the community of Israel, but are inclined instead to view them as descendants of
Christian sects who came close to the religion of Israel, I was greatly amazed that he

relies on this book, which is full of all sorts of heresy and apikorsut, against the
testimony of Israel's sages!
. . . The Otsar Yisrael itself concludes, and truly, that "all which has been
heard until now concerning the origins of the community has come to us from
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Christian travellers, who never entered a Falasha house, or crossed a threshold of
their houses of prayer, because they were impure in the eyes of the Falashas. It is
also known that all early peoples hid the foundations of their beliefs and customs
from people of other lands. . . ."
Is it therefore fitting to rely on an investigation such as this to cast doubt on
the Judaism of a whole community, who give up their lives in martyrdom for the

sake of God's unity and his Torah as their fathers received it, and to blemish the
legal presumption of their Judaism (hezkat yahadutam) which was established by
the great sages of old?30

There is an ambiguity within Rabbi Yosef's response which deserves
elaboration. He expresses surprise that a book like Otsar Yisrael, some of
whose contents he labels heresy, could become an important source of

information for a decisor of halakha, a posek seeking to render legal
decisions. But he does not stop with this disqualifying argument. He

proceeds rather to criticize the research on purely intellectual grounds as
well-i.e., "they never entered a Falasha house, etc." Only at the conclu-

sion of the passage cited above does Rabbi Yosef clearly juxtapose the
three distinct claims on which his case rests: (1) the inherent weakness of
the researcher's claims, (2) the inherent strength of the legal tradition
established by "great sages of old," and (3), the clear existential committ-

ment of the Beta Israel to their J ewishness, as evidenced by an ongoing
tradition of martyrdom and self-sacrifice. Framed in this way, the question
is not one of "halakhic truth" versus "scientific truth" but of the judgement required by a pasek in privileging certain kinds of information over
others in concrete cases.

In other words, given the existence of an established legal presumption of Jewishness, and of a community which is clearly Jewish in some

intuitively real sense of the word, it would be perverse to allow an
extraneous source of information (itself inconclusive) to exclude them
from the Jewish community. This is not the same thing as saying that the
results of "factual, historical" research have no standing whatsoever,
even though such an approach is conceivable.

The final mishna in tractate 'Eduyot reports the opinion of the Sages
that even the prophet Elijah's absolute knowledge regarding family lineages will not influence rulings of practical halakha. Maimonides codifies

the rule of "mishpaha shenitme(a, nitme(a" (Kiddushin 71a) in this
context near the end of his Mishneh Torah (Hil. Melakhim 12:3):
In the days of the King Messiah, when his kingdom wil be established and all Israel
wil gather around him, their genealogies wil be determined by him through the

spirit of prophecy which wil rest upon him. . . First he Wil purify the descendants
of Levi, declaring: "This one is attributed to kohen, this one is attributed to levi."

Those who are not attributable (because of problems in their descent) wil be
considered Israelites. . . . But the Israelites wil be attributed only to their tribes. He
wil announce: "This one is of such-and-such a tribe, and this one is of such-andsuch a tribe." But he wil not say concerning those who are presumed to be of pure
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descent: "This one is a mamzer, this one is a slave." For the rule is: "mishpaha
shenitme'a, nitme'a" (once a family has been assimilated, it remains assimilated).

Rabbi Yehiel Mikhel Epstein ('Arukh HaShulhan, Even Ha(Ezer
2:14) affrms that this rule is also applicable in pre-messianic times (which
is to say that the issue is larger than "10 bashamayim hi," and concerns
even the admissibility of information from non-prophetic sources). Once
the knowledge of mamzerut in a particular family has been forgotten, an

individual who still remembers is under no obligation to tell anyone
else,31 and may, according to some opinions, even offciate as rabbi at a
wedding for the party concerned! 32 The halakha in these cases deliberately ignores information that contradicts its own legal presumption.
This is in principal the approach chosen by Israel's current Chief
Rabbinate. Rabbi Avraham Shapira has ruled, like Rabbi Yosef, that the
Jewishness of the Beta Israel is based on a legal precedent established by

the Radbaz which cannot today be called into question by modern
research. His statement on this subject is perhaps the most emphatic:
The decisions of the Chief Rabbinate are not dependent on the utterances or studies
of researchers, even if they are religiously knowledgeable (toraniim) or rabbis, but
on the issues of halakhic rulings (devarim piske halakha). The practical halakhic

rulings of our rabbis, decisors of halakha for Israel, they are the foundation on
which we live and establish practical law for the generations, and these other
writings are in the nature of (mere) conjecture.

Despite his confirmation of their Jewish descent, however, Rabbi
Shapira still requires Ethiopian Jews to undergo a "symbolic conversion"
or "renewal of the covenant" (involving immersion in a mikvah but not

hatafat dam berit) on the basis of his ostensible concern that they might
have performed non-halakhic conversions in Ethiopia since the time of
the Radbaz. He supports this decision by reference to the precedent set by
former Chief Rabbi Herzog (which as we have seen was explicitly based
on ethnographic research findings) and on the writings of Jaques

Faitlovitch. Despite his strongly worded methodological caution, therefore, Rabbi Shapira's ruling too was influenced by the impact of modern
sensibilities on the epistemology of halakha-how it is that we come to
know what we know. That influence pervades the initial perception of the
problem (raising the possibility of descent from ethnic non-Jews, and
demanding particular kinds of proof to the contrary) and thereby too its
halakhic resolution (conversion).

This does not mean that social science researchers have been eager to

exclude Ethiopians from the Jewish community. On the contrary, even
today, as ethnographic and historical inquiry raise ever more basic questions regarding the relationship of the Beta Israel to historical world
Jewry, most researchers disclaim any intent to slow their integration into
Israeli society. Ethno-musicologist Kay Kaufman Shellemay recently
23
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published a book attempting to link Beta Israel liturgy with that of
fourteenth-century Ethiopian Christians. A disclaimer in the introduction
proclaims her hope that "the central hypothesis of this book not be used to
re-open painful discussions of Beta Israel religious identity":
this study looks to the past and has little relation to Beta Israel self-perception today.

Studies of ethnicity have shown that many groups emphasize certain cultural
features while ignoring or even denying others. The Beta Israel provide a rich
example of cultural selectivity. . . . as we examine the Falashas in their Ethiopian
context, we must remember that when they emerged as an ethnic group long before
the modern era, they fostered an identity with Judaic traditions as its hallmark.
Their growing role as Ethiopian Jews in Israel is in a deep sense a redefinition of
that older commitment. 33

While such a disclaimer may be compelling in its own terms, it
speaks a different language than that of the poskim, for whom descent or
conversion are the only legitimate points of entry into the Jewish community. The result is a confusion of tongues. Anthropologists and rabbis may
simply mean different things when they talk about being "Jewish," and

the terms they use may be incommensurate. A Jew "from an ethnic,
cultural perspective," mayor may not be one from a halakhic perspective.
But the two perspectives are linked in subtle ways. Some poskim have
seen fit to seek guidance from the scholarly community on questions like
the genealogy or customs of Ethiopian Jews. Their rulings, and sometimes
even more importantly, public perception, are clearly influenced by the
work of modern researchers, creating new halakhic facts which must be
reckoned with. Rabbi Eliezer Waldenberg, for instance, claims that the
rule of "mishpaha shenitme(a, nitme(a" does not apply to Ethiopian Jews
because the concern regarding their lineage is well publicized.34 But that
concern was raised to a large extent by modern research efforts. It may

also be this kind of generalized doubt which leads a posek like Rabbi
Moshe Feinstein to question the basis of a halakhic precedent, claiming

that "it is not clear whether the Radbaz knew well the conditions of their
(the Ethiopian's) existence, and it is also not clear whether until our time
there has not been a change in their situation. . . . "35

There are certainly many other issues here, such as the nature of
hazaka and the terms under which it may be challenged (gadol ha-hazaka,
great is legal precedent, runs Rabbi Yosef's refrain throughout his 1985
letter), but they are too large for consideration here. My contention is that
we must begin to focus specifically on the relationship between academic
and halakhic discourse. Previous work has largely ignored this issue.
A 1985 article by Rabbi Herschel Schacter contends that:
it would be necessary to consult an anthropologist to determine whether the first
safek (doubt) in our sefek sefeka ("perhaps they are not Jews") is valid. If through
known trends and statistics it becomes clear that intermarriage and the like rendered
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a majority of Ethiopian Jews non-Jewish, then our salek is resolved, and so is our
mamzerut problem. While they would not be Jews until their conversion, neither
could they ever be mamzerim. If, however, research were to reveal that the majority
are Jewish, then again our salek is eliminated, leaving us only one salek-are they
mamzerim. 36

Yet despite the claim to "objective, scientific" research made by the 1973
Ministry of Absorption report, there is reason to question the use of either
of those adjectives in an exploration of history and social identity, as most
anthropologists today would probably agree. Conclusive and incontrover-

tible answers to such questions as "are they Jewish" are unlikely to be
found through the tools available to anthropology, and are almost always
open to criticism when they are offered.
Even to the extent that certainty within a reasonable doubt can be
achieved, however, there is still the issue of commensurability. What

standing do findings based on linguistic, cultural or other such criteria
have within a halakhic context?37 Are halakhic rulings on an issue as
central as religious status to be bound by each development among
historians or ethnographers? Or, to look at the question somewhat differ-

ently, are there certain halakhic processes which can be derailed, as it
were, by our reliance on sources of information not envisioned by the

halakha?

Clifford Geertz has described the profound effects that today's
"explosion of fact" has had on the American legal system. Brought about
by technological advance, proliferation of "expert testimony" of all

kinds, and the "general culture of scientism," which puts its faith in the
power of fact determination to settle intractable dilemmas, this explosion
of "facts" has led the jural community to seek limitations on their
destabilizing impact:
The increasing popularity of strict liabilty conceptions in tort law, which reduce the
"what happened" side of things to levels a mere behaviorist can deal with, or of nofault ones, which reduce it to virtually nothing at all; the expansion of p1ea-

bargaining in criminal cases, which avoids undue exertion in organizing evidence
for all concerned and brings the factual side of things to court largely stipulated; and
the rise of "economic" theories of jurisprudence, which displace empirical interest
from the ragged history of issues to the calculable consequences of their resolution,
from sorting material claims to assigning social costs, all point in the same

direction. Uncluttered justice has never seemed more attractive.38

A similar concern is. revealed by the halakha's preoccupation with

delimiting appropriate sources of information. In criminal cases, the
validated testimony of two witnesses takes precedence over any circumstantial evidence to the contrary, leading some authorities to seek ways of
reconciling legal and empirical claims.39 The disqualification of absolute
(e.g., prophetic) knowledge regarding genealogy may also seen as a
means toward safeguarding the integrity of halakhic decision making,
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which is not to be bound by narrowly defined empirical concerns. The

principle of "mishpaha shenitme (a, nitme (a" suggests that once general
knowledge of certain facts has been lost, they cease to have halakhic

relevance-this should not be seen as a loophole, but as a part of the law
integral to its proper function.40 The Gemara in Kiddushin (71a) presents
this din as an act of God's kindness towards IsraeL. One can only imagine

the ramifications of a new genetic test which would effectively nullify it.
Yet, all this having been said, we cannot afford to wholly discount
the contributions of contemporary research. For one thing, we have seen
that the attempt to do so can sometimes allow more subtle and far-

reaching influences to take place under cover of darkness. When this
happens, as seems to have been the case with Ethiopian Jews, the results
can be confusing and hard to control. Social science is part of a modern
sensibility which is both pervasive and strong. There are also certainly
issues regarding which the intensity of gaze brought to bear by modern
research methods in various fields should be welcomed by poskim as a
tool of clarification. Rather than mutually exclusive kinds of truth, halakhic and scientific, we should be speaking about two different kinds of
discourse, each with its own interests, vocabulary and assumptions, and
consciously determining how they should interact. Ultimately, it is the
posek who must determine the relative weight to be accorded variant
sources of value in every case. He must evaluate the strength of legal
precedent, the conclusiveness and relevance of outside research, and the
nature of the situation at hand. The results are likely to be as informed or
as haphazard as the effort.

In the case of Ethiopian Jews, the nature of the situation has led both
poskim and researchers to seek a humane and successful integration. It is
many of the poskim have sought to
rule inclusively, based on the sense that the Beta Israel are, whatever their
not often appreciated to what extent

halakhic status may be, deeply tied to the Jewish people. Rabbi Herzog,

for instance, who was the first to rule in favor of full conversion for
Ethiopian Jews, also urged the Jewish Agency to "strengthen" their
hands, "and perform an act of salvation" in aiding Ethiopian aliya. Rabbi
Moshe Feinstein, who also favored giyur le-humra likewise urged that

this should in no way impede rescue and educational efforts on their
behalf (although he reserved final ruling for consultation with the rabbis

of Eretz Yisrael). "Even if they are not Jews according to din" wrote
Rabbi Feinstein, "they are considered Jews, and are giving up their lives
for the sake of their Judaism: we are obligated to save them." He also
wrote of his personal pain at reports that "there are those in the Land of
Israel who refrain from drawing (the Ethiopian Jews) near" because of
their skin color.

41

The current Chief Rabbinate has adopted what seems to be an
intermediate position, as if trying to satisfy those who require conversion
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as well as those who maintain that the Ethiopians are already Jewish. It

has ruled that the Beta Israel are Jewish by descent, as established by the
Radbaz, but still require immersion (without hatafat dam berit) prior to
marriage because of a concern that improper conversions may have taken

place in Ethiopia (a possibility discounted by Rabbi Yoset). After the
strike of 1985, the Rabbinate relented to the extent that "renewal of the
covenant" would be required only for those individual Ethiopian Jews
whose genealogy was called into question by testimony before a bet din,

much as is the case for other immigrant groups. A foundation was to be
established to collect such testimony from Beta Israel elders and religious
leaders.42 This compromise solution, however, was never fully implemented. Distrust of the Rabbinate, dissension within the Ethiopian com-

munity, and frustration on the part of those dedicated to effecting a
smooth integration have grown apace. Modern research did not create this
problem, but its appropriation (and sometimes misappropriation) has lent
the relationship between Ethiopian and other Jews a dimension which
must be confronted.

It is my hope that some small clarification of the relationship
between halakha and social science in the genesis of this controversy wil
lend needed perspective to discussions of Ethiopian Jewish status, and of
halakhic decision making in this information age.
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